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CABINET DIMENSIONS HEIGHT (IN)DEPTH (IN)WIDTH (IN)
Cabinet 29 5/8 3023

Drawers 25 1/4 316 1/4

COLOR
White

SKU
2041

UPC
650873020416

SEW IN COMFORT. SEW LONGER.™

FEATURED BENEFITS:

At Kangaroo Sewing Furniture, we’re committed to adding comfort to your sewing experience. Every Kangaroo sewing 

cabinet is crafted to accommodate long sessions at your machine, promote better ergonomic posture, and provide 

convenience at every corner. You love sewing - you deserve to Sew In Comfort, so you can Sew Longer. 

COMFORT
• 5 spacious storage drawers for sewing notions, fabric and other sewing accessories

• Part of Kangaroo’s MOD Squad, a customizable set of modular sewing furniture

DESIGN
• Lifetime warranty, worry-free performance

• Sturdy design with locking heavy-duty casters for stability and easy mobility

• Beautiful hardware for smooth handling

STORAGE and ORGANIZATION
• Small footprint allows for easy adoption and placement in sewing studio

• Complementary Kangaroo storage furniture is available

Cabinet Finish:  Woodgrain Melamine Laminate   
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Kangaroo & Joey Sewing Cabinet
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The cherry on top of your sewing sundae! Arrow’s #1 Rated Height Adjustable 
Sewing Chair is a must have accessory for your dream sewing room! Cute, 
comfortable and convenient - our lovable chairs feature vibrant sewing themed 
patterns, 360° swivel access and lumbar support for long hours at your 
workstation. Don’t look now, but under every seat cushion is a hidden storage 
compartment to store your notions and patterns! Available in 10 colors to perfectly 
match your sewing sanctuary!

BEST WAYS TO COMPLETE YOUR SEWING STUDIO

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE SEWING CHAIRS

Cat’s Meow, Sew Wow Sew Now & Bright Buttons Chairs 
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Every dream sewing oasis needs 
its cute, dependable accessories!  
Add even more convenience 
with a storage cabinet like 
Kiwi,  featuring a built-in ironing 
board, cutting mat, thread 
drawers and a dedicated drawer 
to store your iron! Your dream 
sewing space won’t be the same 
without it!

STORAGE & ACCESSORIES

Kiwi Storage Cabinet

SEWING CABINET

Sewing cabinets provide comfort, 
easy set-up and dedicated storage 
for your machine and notions. They 
produce an enjoyable, ergonomic 
sewing experience and create a 
spirited environment for sewing and 
crafting! Your machine deserves 
better than the dining room table, 
and so do you! Sew in comfort and 
sew longer with Kangaroo’s sewing 
cabinets!
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CUSTOM SEWING INSERT

Enhance your sewing experience with a custom-made insert for your Kangaroo sewing cabinet! Inserts are designed to fill the gap between your 
sewing machine and cabinet opening for a flush sewing surface. Each insert is specially built to fit your specific sewing machine and Kangaroo 
cabinet combination. This ergonomic work surface will allow for straighter stitches, less fatigue and a better sewing experience!


